
BUG LiST / CHaT – SCCC Dev. Group #7: Happiness Initiative 
 
Please list bugs  

Designers 
Have good twitter plugin. I have 2 options up on the test site can you pick one and style 
it. The template stylesheet you have up is a image not a div. Names of plugins I think the 
best one so far is Xhanch - My Twitter Allows style sheets cant get image to show 
up but maybe you can. Second option which looks nice also is Twitter Profil 
Widget. 
 
Bug 1: when adding paragraph content to a “content” page template, the sidebar 
goes down the page! -JM 

Twitterfountain 
is a really cool flashy plugin but cant figure out how to get it to use our account. this is by 
far the coolest if I could configure it not sure what they are doing or if it is just a demo for 
now or what. take a look if we have time..	  
	  
CHAT	  8/20-‐8/21/11	  
	  
This is now a group chat. Add another person. 
 Melissa Ashforth has joined. 
 Jennifer Multari (jmulta01@seattlecentral.edu) has joined. 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu has joined. 
 Melissa:  hey 
 Jennifer:  are we all here. chime in 
this way I can shut down the other chat windows i have open 
 Melissa:  don said he would be back in a bit 
 Jennifer:  ivan, you here? 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  yes 
 Melissa:  i just messaged him on the other thing letting him know about this 
oh there he is 
 Jennifer:  cool 
 Sent at 10:05 PM on Saturday 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  i am working on getting the pages show in the posts 
 Jennifer:  the pages to show in posts? I don't follow....sorry 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  page links show in the sidebar in the posts related to 
 Jennifer:  ok, got it. thank you! 
 Sent at 10:07 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa:  my oh my this forum stuff is crazy so much you can do so far 
 Jennifer:  the one that is replacing the one you had earlier that can't be modified? 
 Melissa:  oh yea this one you have so many options still configureing it and figuring out 
how to display it 
but its crazy you can see some of the options in the dashboard under forums 
 Jennifer:  I'l look at it in a minute. Adding content. 
 Sent at 10:16 PM on Saturday 
 Jennifer:  Are you here Don? 
 me:  I just walked in. 



 Melissa:  he said about 20 mins when when I was setting up 
 Jennifer:  I have a few design/css changes if you are able... 
 Melissa:  he will be back 
 me:  I'll do any and all that I can 
 Jennifer:  awesome! 
 me:  can you see my messages, Melissa? 
 Melissa:  yep 
 Jennifer:  Okl Don, can you adjust the alignment of the second nav in the sidebar to 
match the one above, like on page: 
http://www.happygroup210.piscescreations.com/Happiness/conduct-a-happiness-
initiative/ 
 Melissa:  looks like this chat made the rest of my chat stuff not work but thats cool 
 Jennifer:  Also remove the whitespace below the footer 
 me:  Jen, I'm sorry I lost my temper.  I guess that I'm concerned that there was a problem 
I should know about. 
White space... 
 Jennifer:  no not at all. it's ok 
ya, a the very bottom of the pages 
 me:  I looked at all of the CSS that's there 
 Melissa:  its not there its the html 
 me:  exactly 
 Melissa:  i was going to try and fix that to 
looks like a pain 
 Jennifer:  hmmm, weird. 
 Melissa:  i tried to do a html background but it overrides the images 
 me:  I'm a bit stumped.  It looks like there's a need to set a background color for that 
bottom blue (#7dbfe0) 
 Melissa:  or it did in firebug 
 me:  but that would screw up the white of the page itself 
screw up, I mean 
 Melissa:  do you know if the foot image has any margin set? 
thats the only other thing i can think of 
 Jennifer:  according to firebug it doesn't 
have a margin 
 Melissa:  its weird huh 
 Sent at 10:26 PM on Saturday 
 me:  a thought.... 
or a question, actually... 
if we extended the gif of the gradient at the top... 
then extended the gradient at the bottom, so they overlap? 
 Melissa:  we will have to make the page longer no matter what when people put text in 
do you think it might mess with that?? 
 me:  then gave the html a background color of that blue 
well, they're background images 
I could be missing something here 
it just popped in my head 



 Jennifer:  ya, that might be a problem with addition of content 
what? 
 Melissa:  ill let you guys figure that out sorry 
 Jennifer:  c'mon problem solver... ;) 
 Melissa:  having issues getting this thing to show up but its going to RULE when I do 
 me:  would that mess with content if it's a background image? 
or... 
 Jennifer:  you can always try it 
 me:  I have an idea 
but it requires a lot of changes 
header and footer stay the same 
set a content div with a background white... 
a width of 100% 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  Hey, guys, I made it. look at the posts in 
http://www.happygroup210.piscescreations.com/Happiness/youth/ 
 me:  and set the content divs themselves all with a width of 960px or whatever it is 
maybe all in a middle wrapper 
then set the html to the blue color background 
 Jennifer:  try it if you think it might work. do a back up of all changed files though in 
case it doesn't work. 
 Melissa:  looks like something weirds going on with that page 
hey do you know what time I got back i forgot to start my timer for class 
 Jennifer:  Ivan, what did you get working? 
 me:  are you asking me? 
about 45 minutes ago 
actually about 40 mins 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  display pages in related posts 
i get that working 
 me:  hey kchiu 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  yes? 
 Melissa:  thanks 
 me:  I'm sorry to do this but I'll be back in a few mins 
 Sent at 10:37 PM on Saturday 
 Jennifer:  wow, so all those link under app1 ahow up? I only wanted "       Youth 
   Apps 
   Offices 
   Partners 
   Youth Survey 
 
 
 
Apps 
App 1 
 
" like on the main apps page. So if you go to the single posting for App1, you will get the 
same nav as the Apps page/posting 



 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  If you need to get working on other posts, you have to add 
the customer field, but i haven't do it et 
and I am going to make the parent title appear first 
 Jennifer:  OH! I think I know whats causing the whitespace below the header: it might 
have  to do with the social toolbar? 
 Sent at 10:40 PM on Saturday 
 me:  I'm back.  Really curious about your theory, Jen. 
 Jennifer:  ya, i have no idea how to tackle it but it just popped in my head 
 Melissa:  I just took it all off test it and let me know if it is the issue 
 Jennifer:  nope, still there 
 Melissa:  nope still there dont think its the media bar I took it off the pages and its still 
there do you want me to deactivate it and see then? 
 Jennifer:  no, i don't think it had anything to do with it now 
 me:  rats 
 Melissa:  it shouldent matter because the setting say its not tied to any page 
 Sent at 10:44 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa:  well that sucks now I can not get them back 
 me:  I would try my idea but only as a last resort 
but I think it would work 
 Jennifer:  look, there are more important things in my opinion. we should focus on the 
bigger things. I'm thinking about the nav alignment Don. What do you think? 
And getting the arrows to alternate on hover 
 Melissa:  confused 
 me:  what's the nav alignment? 
 Melissa:  are you telling me not to get the soical bar back up? 
whats the arroiws? 
 Jennifer:  in the sidebar when there is the second group. like on the youth landing page, 
you have Social Moguls links below. They are flush left instead of indented like the 
"Youth" set of links above it. 
 Melissa:  ivan 
 Jennifer:  Basically, the whole Social Moguls div needs to scoot to the right to match the 
set above 
 Melissa:  can you do something for me real quick 
 Sent at 10:50 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa:  hahaha opera says this page is written in latin because of the text 
 Jennifer:  hahaha 
 Melissa:  can someone try something for me i cant seem to get it to do it 
I had issues with it and when I did it at school it worked maybe its my pc 
 Jennifer:  don, can you help melissa? I'm adding content 
 Sent at 10:52 PM on Saturday 
 me:  I fixed the indent issue 
 Melissa:  don can you help me real quick 
 Jennifer:  thanks Don 
 Melissa:  it really wont take long 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  i have a css problem 
http://www.happygroup210.piscescreations.com/Happiness/lead/ 



 me:  what's that? 
 Melissa:  can you go to the social toolbar in the dashboard 
 Sent at 10:55 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa:  this is dumb 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  never mind, i fixed 
 Melissa:  i cant do it on my pc I need someone else to do it 
anyone 
 me:  sorry, 
 Jennifer:  don are you helping melissa? i don't want to leave her handing 
 me:  hold on... 
 Jennifer:  hanging. ok 
 Melissa:  ivan, don, jennifer anyone it will only take a second 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  ? 
 me:  I'm going there 
 kchiu003@seattlecentral.edu:  ok 
 me:  okay 
there 
 Melissa:  all i need is someone to put these numbers in 0,52,54,56,58,61,63 
Display On Specific Pages 
 (4) Melissa Ashforth,Kwan-Ngai Chiu,Donworks,me 
      Actions ▼ 
 Melissa Ashforth:  area those numbers need to go there 
i know it seems dumb i cant do it but really it wont show up if I use my pc when i did it at 
sschool it worked 
then save settings 
 Donworks:  they were there 
 me:  Don, just before i forget, update the indents also with the happiness pages too, not 
just the social mogul pages. thanks 
 Donworks:  but I repasted and saved 
 Melissa Ashforth:  this is dumb maybe the plugin sucks 
 Donworks:  I will fix all those indents tonight 
 me:  okie dokie 
 Donworks:  I'm juggling stuff, I'm sorry.  Just timing at the moment 
Jen, please send me a list of everything else. 
any and all you can think of.  I will work tonight and tomorrow am 
including the white space, which I will save for last 
 me:  cool, i will send you the list in a bit 
 Sent at 11:03 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer 
i have sth to tell you 
 me:  ya? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  when you add a post, add the custom field, related_page, value is the 
slug of the parent page that related to 
this will make the list of pages appear 
 me:  ok, i'll try that in a minute... 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i will help you to do it too. 



 Sent at 11:06 PM on Saturday 
 me:  ok, going to try it now 
 Sent at 11:13 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  you know how to find the slug? 
 Sent at 11:16 PM on Saturday 
 me:  ya, i got, we just need to style it to look like the other sidebar navs 
 Sent at 11:17 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  yes 
 Sent at 11:18 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  this one is really cool when I get it working i got it showing but not 
able to post anything get errors 
 Sent at 11:19 PM on Saturday 
 me:  thanks Ivan 
 Melissa Ashforth:  you should check it out if anyone has time 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  check what, tell me  
 Melissa Ashforth:  my forum 
 Donworks:  Hey folks, sorry I'm running back and forth.  Is there anything else you need 
from me?  I'll be here working in a bit. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/what- 
makes-you-happy /forum/ 
i have to get it working to get the posts to post and tiopics to post but other then that this 
plugin rules 
 me:  another css update: make this nav on post pages look like how they should. example 
page where nav needs to be formatted:http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ 
Happiness/conte nt-for-make-hap py-decisions/ 
 Donworks:  that's simple 
no problem 
 me:  thanks! 
 Sent at 11:24 PM on Saturday 
 Donworks:  I will be back in a bit.  If you guys are gone, I will save this chat and review 
it before getting to the CSS changes. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im not going anywhere 
 Donworks:  So Melissa, I'll see you shortly and help you as needed. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  except to smoke if i want actually i think i will do that brb 
you rule thanks 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu has left. 
 me:  ditto on melissa's comment 
 Sent at 11:27 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  back why did ivan leave? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu has joined. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  did you acidently leave chat ivan? 
 Sent at 11:36 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  cant chat in here 
wow 
i was not able to chat in here 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ?? 



yeah you left the group i added you again 
 Sent at 11:41 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  you should be good now 
 Sent at 11:42 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i have added related_page variable to every post 
 Melissa Ashforth:  grr this is annoying it wont let me post grrr 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  just let you know 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ok  
not sure how all thats working 
 Sent at 11:45 PM on Saturday 
 me:  ok Ivan, looks good. Don, will fix up the css to make it look like the other navs. 
what i need from you and Melissa is to place the social toolbar on only the Youth pages 
and post pages. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i woulod love to it wont let me thats what i was trying to get someone 
to do don tried it and it wont work 
i have the right numbers its not seeing them  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i found a problem in http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce 
screations.com/ Happiness/what- makes-you-happy / 
 Melissa Ashforth:  if i do it on my pc it doesent work but when i sis it at school it worked 
fine 
ahhh bubbles moved sucks 
 me:  ahhh, needs fixin! 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu has left. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  lots of things do looks like image not sahowing up oin the survey and 
ahhhh thats just one thing tons of stuff gone 
not gone i mean needs work 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu has joined. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  how do you keep leaving ivan?? 
 Sent at 11:52 PM on Saturday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ahhhh hahaha new topic on ahhhh hahahah 
allows approval ahhhhh hahahahahha 
 Sent at 11:54 PM on Saturday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  .... 
 Sent at 12:00 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  now how to approve it  
 Sent at 12:08 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer, i have updated my post, page, category google doc. 
I added the thing we just did. 
 Sent at 12:11 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ok, that will have to be sent to Travis. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  this works but will need to be configured by them 
think so should i continue this forum thing or what? 
everything I am doing will have to be redone when it gets to the new server is what i am 
saying as well as the survey submit 
 me:  ok, so does the contact form I added to the partners page. it's set up automatically 
with your email 



 Melissa Ashforth:  thats fine 
 me:  This should all be documented in the  training docs 
so they can do it on their own 
 Melissa Ashforth:  this forum thing rules and has plenty of info documented to get it to 
do what you want but it has soooooo many options 
 me:  haha 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ok so ill add that plugin to my plugin page with a link to the user 
manual 
 me:  ok, can you do the same for the contact form? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  next ill try to get the social media bar to work 
 me:  sounds good 
 Melissa Ashforth:  do what? find the link to the plug in?? 
do i have to do all the plugins or did ivan do his?? 
 me:  ivan, you there? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  yes? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  did you include all your plugins in the doc you sent to travis? 
 me:  melissa, touch base with ivan on that 
 Melissa Ashforth:  and is that what you are asking me to do with the contact plugin 
jennifer? 
 me:  yup 
 Melissa Ashforth:  what is the plugin you used 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i think i should put in the doc, right? 
 me:  Fast Secure Contact Form 
 Melissa Ashforth:  should be yes or u can add them to my google doc like you did for the 
sider thing 
did you or are you needing to?? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ill work on the social media thing and then after that ill try to do all 
the plugins so ivan if you still have template stuff to do do that first  
if you have time do the plugins 
 Sent at 12:22 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  are you getting orage around the donate and the translator 
 Sent at 12:26 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  is whats happynin page supposed to have a forum? 
 Sent at 12:29 AM on Sunday 
 me:  yes, the problem is on the landing page for higher ed,you'll see the box for the same 
page but that is a post. I'm not sure how to redirect the links for the post to that page 
where you have t he forum. also, the orange boxes are showing up around the donate 
button b/c when I added the contact for, you couldn't see the input boxes. so i added to 
the css input{border: 1px siolid #the orange hex} but it's doing it on all input fields at this 
time.. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ahhh ok never mind looks like they want one there..  
where is your contact forms? 
 me:  on the partners page 
 Sent at 12:32 AM on Sunday 



 Melissa Ashforth:  um can you explain that problem again that is a bit confusing not 
wure what your asking 
 Sent at 12:34 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  can your plugin do more then one form?? 
 Sent at 12:35 AM on Sunday 
 me:  yes it can 
the problem was before i added the css, you couldn't see the input boxes on the form. so i 
added the orange border to input fields but now its on all input fields like the donate 
button 
 Sent at 12:38 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i got that i was talking about the forum problem... i asked about 
contact form due to we need one for happyness also and linked at the bottom 
 Sent at 12:39 AM on Sunday 
 me:  oh, the forum: there are two links for the higher ed form, one in the main nav (you 
created and have the forum there) and one on the landing higher ed landing page but its a 
post page. I would prefer if we can get that page to go straight to your forum page. that 
may be a question for Ivan? 
when I say "that page", I'm referring to to the post page link on the higher ed landing 
page. I want it to go to your forum. 
or have it "copied" to the post page. which ever. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  what txt goes in the orange box? 
 me:  what? 
just reference to the forum 
question: on the survey page, the happiness logo is missing. are you going to add it? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ok 
i dont know why its not i gave it the right path 
can you give me a to do list also so i dont forget something 
 me:  sure. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  its so weird im telling that mediabar where to display and it wont do 
it its annoying 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  anything i can help? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  yea can you link the whats happynin on the huigher education page to 
the forum page on the whats happynin page 
 Sent at 12:50 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  so, that one is not going to the post? go to the whats happnin page? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  the whats happynin page is a forum 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
i see 
but i dont know if i can make it 
i will try 
 Melissa Ashforth:  all you have to do s take the permalink from the whats happynin page 
and put it on the image arrows thing 
the arrows atag with permalink from the whats happynin page hehe 
 Sent at 12:53 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  can't do that, because it is dynamic now, so if you have to change the 
permalink, it will make it not dynamic 



 Melissa Ashforth:  so the image is dynamic to go to the page it says to? 
ahh i see whats going on now 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  oh, good 
i dont have to explain  
 Melissa Ashforth:  itshe wants it to go to the actua forum its going to the page that 
provides a link to the forum 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  my english sucks 
 Melissa Ashforth:  no you dont i get it 
did not know the links were dynamic now 
 Sent at 12:57 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  but its not going to the right area grrr 
 Donworks:  I am back 
 Melissa Ashforth:  cool 
 Donworks:  sorry for my long absence 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ivan let me show you what i mean  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
 Melissa Ashforth:  when you click on the arrows on the higher education page it takes 
you to this page http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/whats -
happynin/ 
but that is a whats happynin link that should be going to http://www.happ 
ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/highe r-education/wha ts-happynin/ 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  yes 
 Melissa Ashforth:  one shows 1 link the other shows a forum 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i know that 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ok 
 Sent at 1:01 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  confused now 
it is the same page? but one shows a link the other shows a forum 
anyone mind if I change the permalinks real quick? 
 Sent at 1:03 AM on Sunday 
 me:  sure, sorry I was finding my to-dos in this chat for everyone. email is going out 
soon... 
 Sent at 1:04 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Again, I'm here now.  I'll set the CSS changes we discussed. 
 me:  Here is your list don: 
 Melissa Ashforth:  sweet 
 me:  DON'S TO-DO: 
 
1. can you adjust the alignment of the second nav in the sidebar to match the one above, 
like on page: http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/condu ct-a-
happiness- initiative/ both for the happiness and youth/mogul pages/css 
 
 
2. Add css for the post pages secondary nav to match all the other sidebar navs. make this 
nav on post pages look like how they should. example page where nav needs to be 
formatted:http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/conte nt-for-



make-hap py-decisions/ 
 
3. Also remove the whitespace below the footer; do a back up of all changed files though 
in case your idea doesn't work. 
 
4. And getting the arrows to alternate on hover 
 
5. remove orange box around donate button. I added css input{border:.. .} to the css to 
make the text fields show up in a comtact form but now its on the donate button. Please 
adjust to keep the border on the form input but not the donate button, etc. forms only. 
 Sent at 1:07 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Okay 
thanks 
 Sent at 1:08 AM on Sunday 
 me:  one more thing I just thought about Don: 6. Update design specs file if necessary. 
 Sent at 1:11 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Will do.  And just asking... what's the time frame again? 
 Sent at 1:12 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i plan to post to the client site by noon tomorrow. hoping not to slip too much from 
that time 
 Melissa Ashforth:  I dont know what to do about this social bar its not taking what im 
asking it to do 
 Donworks:  yipes!  a long night 
the plan for the white space might be tough but I'll try. 
 me:  ya, i plan to be up tonight too....it's over after tomorrow 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  hey, i can change the link, but the client has to go into the code and 
make some changes. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  what do you suggest i cant get the plugin to do anything  
 Donworks:  Can you explain the alternating arrows? 
 Sent at 1:18 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Don, the arrows on the landing pages in widget areas are not turning blue to orange 
or orange to blue (depending if you a re on the happiness pages or the social mogul 
pages) 
can ivan figure out the problem with the toolbar melissa? 
maybe its a template issue? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  dont know 
it says to put in the page ids I do and they dont show up its weird 
 me:  and don tried and it still didn;t work, right? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im looking for a site for help but not finding any 
yea he took the numbers and put them in and resubmitted them 
 Sent at 1:22 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  these are the #'s I pasted and updated: 0,52,54,56,58,6 1,63 
 Melissa Ashforth:  that is what i sent you  i know im just saying its not doing what it is 
supposed to maybe ill uninstall it and reinstall it 
?? 



 me:  you know that redirect issue with the forum, there are other instance of it. If you 
look at the site architecture, there are links on pages that direct to the pages in other 
locations of the site. 
you can try that melissa 
 Sent at 1:25 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  I have no clue what you just said 
what redirect issue 
the page ids are correct for that plugin is that what your talking about or is this something 
else? 
 me:  redirecting the Whats Happynin widget link to the forum page....that is not the only 
time this has to happen on the site. if you look at the site map, any green boxes are links 
to pages that live elsewhere on the site. They are just links (green boxes) 
 Sent at 1:27 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  it is going to the same page he has it dynamic to do that if you click 
on the link from the higher education page you will notice they are the same page they go 
to but one has a link the other has a forum 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i made that already 
try now 
 me:  exactly but it should only be the forum. 
AWSOME! 
how did you do that because I have to do the same with other pages?? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im getting really confused i am now lst i dont know where i am or 
where to start um did you send out the to do list so i can just go off the list. im mixing the 
things your asking me to do up 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i even did in the sidebar too  
 me:  this needs to be in the documentation 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  tell me what pages you need to do the same thing, let me change it all. 
 Sent at 1:31 AM on Sunday 
 me:  the easiest way to do that is for you to look at the sitemap: http://www.desi 
gnjenesis.com/w eb210/happiness _initiative-sit emap%20HIversio n_V3.pdf 
 
then look at the green dotted boxes and lines. The green boxes are "links" that point to a 
page (solid black box) which is where the link takes you to. However, these links must 
show up in the appropriate navbar (side or main depending on the the location in the 
sitemap). Let me know if you need help or more explanation 
 Sent at 1:34 AM on Sunday 
 me:  its getting close guys! 
 Sent at 1:37 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im looking up documentation for social toolbar are you still working 
on a to do list for me jenifer? 
 me:  i sent an email earlier 
 Melissa Ashforth:  crazy i just got it 
 me:  shit, i thought i sent it. just fdid 
Ivan, did my explanation make sense? 
 Sent at 1:43 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i am now focusing on the utility nav pages just so everyone knows 



btw, what does the custom field "template_name" do? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  Yes, i am doing it now 
easy  
 me:  sweet' 
 Sent at 1:46 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im doing it im uninstalling that thing and trying it again 
 Sent at 1:47 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer, a question, 
 me:  sure... 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  the policy masking data under How happy are we will be linked to the 
policy post in conduct a HI? 
 me:  yes 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  but if you go to the policy masking data page, there are the content of 
policy already. 
and if the text will be the same, why do i have to change that? 
 me:  that page would have data on it. the policy page will list policy inititatives made or 
will be made. they will have different content. 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
 Sent at 1:55 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  and i dont see Business Practices post in How happy are we? 
 Donworks:  Jen? 
 Sent at 1:57 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Business practices is under conduct a happiness initiative 
yes, don 
 Sent at 1:59 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  if you look on conduct a hap ini page, and see the change, it bumps the bird's 
beak a bit.  Also, do you want the h2 tag changed as well? 
http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/condu ct-a-happiness- 
initiative/ 
I would think "Take Initiative" stays as is 
 Melissa Ashforth:  where did the links go? 
 Sent at 2:01 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  disregard the questions 
 me:  yes, change the h2 tag and add padding or margin to the link box to bump the tweet 
box down. Actually, just add a top margin to the  tweet box. you might then have to 
adjust the bird too to get it resting on the line. 
 Donworks:  oh, okay 
glad I asked 
 Sent at 2:04 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  looks like issues with this plugin will cost 25 if i need help 
which is included with the pro version  
it says its on the free one but its not working anymore you saw it working before I dont 
know why its not now 
 me:  its getting annoying... 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im really annoyed yes 
 Sent at 2:09 AM on Sunday 



 me:  Ivan, what was that social media plugin you found? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  can someone try to add these pages again to the thing 
52,54,56,58,61, 63 
its under social toolbar social toolbar 
 me:  sure, where do i go to addthe pages 
ok 
 Melissa Ashforth:  and it goes in the display on specific pages 
then save settings 
 me:  done 
 Melissa Ashforth:  they are not on the page 
 me:  nope 
 Melissa Ashforth:  no i mean they are not in the settings 
where you put them it would show the numbers 
there they go is the pages working? 
 me:  it shows the numbers in the input box where i put them 
 Melissa Ashforth:  it is now yea 
but not going to the pages this is really ticking me off 
 me:  i hear ya. i don't know why it is not working anymore.... 
 Melissa Ashforth:  now the only way to get it working is to have it on every page this is 
dumb 
 me:  ya, i just checked the box for home page and it worked. maybe its the "syntax" in 
how you in the page numbers? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/how-h 
appyare-we/poli cy-making-data/ 
i think this is what you want 
 Sent at 2:18 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i just tried to change permalinks so let me know when i can  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  change permalinks to default? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  yea for a min 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok, do it. 
Don, and jennifer 
i found a problem in what makes you happy, the bubbles have problem 
you guys know that? 
 Sent at 2:21 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  what happened? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i had to change permalinks for a sec its back to where it was sorry 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i dont know, i didn't touch wmyh template and the css lol 
 Donworks:  phew! 
 Melissa Ashforth:  did not mean to scare you 
 me:  ya, we know that. i assigned it to fix it.  
 
as for the link, Policy Making Data does not link to Policy. Create a new link under "How 
Happy Are WE?" after Research and Reports, called "Policy". This will also show in the 
main nav pop up. They will link to the policy page under Conduct a happiness Initiative. 
make sense ivan? 
 Sent at 2:24 AM on Sunday 



 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  oh, ok 
 Sent at 2:26 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Hey Ivan, I am having a proble adding pages/posts of links in the nav bar 
putting an linking content. 
and linking* 
 Sent at 2:39 AM on Sunday 
 me:  for instance, under Keep the Happiness Coming, I have two pages (really they are 
posts like other subpages). They show up under KTHC page but the sidebar links for 
them (Services We Offer and Give) either don't go anywhere or are blank. What am i 
doing wrong? 
 Sent at 2:41 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ivan, you there? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  yes 
i am looking 
 me:  ok 
 Sent at 2:43 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  did you add the (Services We Offer and Give) to be the child of 
KTHC? 
 Sent at 2:45 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i just did with services we offer under edit the page but it still doesn't work 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i see that 
services appears 
 Donworks:  hey, how do I edit css.php? 
 me:  ya, it shows up under the category name "Give and Services" b/c its a post but it 
doesn't take you to that post 
 Melissa Ashforth:  what plugin? 
 Sent at 2:47 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Don, you need to know what plugin it pertains to 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer 
http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/keep- the-happiness-c 
oming/ 
looks 
it that what you want? 
 me:  right, then click on services we offer. there is no post page. 
 Sent at 2:49 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ya, i will look at it. 
 me:  ok 
 Sent at 2:51 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  it works now 
 Sent at 2:58 AM on Sunday 
 me:  can we get rid of the first set of redundant links under KTHC and keep the ones 
under Give and Services 
 Sent at 2:59 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i have to add two more subpages under Services we offer. can i do that? 
three more actually and two under give 



 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  yes, just add an if statement, but i see a lot of Give, are they going to 
be linked to the same page? or post? 
wow 
i didn't try that before 
 me:  ya, it's confusing looking 
 Sent at 3:02 AM on Sunday 
 me:  any give links should be linked to the main Give page but I need to add two more 
pages under that 
 Sent at 3:03 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Give and services pages should would work like the offices page where it links to 
more pages (i.e. cities for the offices page) 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  oh, i think you can do that 
 Sent at 3:06 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i just tried. Consulting under Services We Offer and it doesn;t show' 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  let me see ... 
 Sent at 3:13 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i think because you put the Consulting post in draft 
i publish it, and it appears now 
 Sent at 3:16 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  jennifer what do you think about that other one i showed you that was 
on the side? not sure if i can pick what pages they go on but what do you think good 
idea? 
 Sent at 3:17 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ok, here is the problem: when you go to KTHC, you should get that header and 
Services We Offer and Give as links. When you click on Services we Offer, you will get 
the aforementioned links plus Consulting under Services. right now, the KTHC page has 
sredundant sets of links. 
i may jusy be getting tired and not paying attention to what i'm doing at this point... 
 Sent at 3:19 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  so, you want to me get rid the links in category or links in pages? 
 Sent at 3:21 AM on Sunday 
 me:  I just want the KTHC page to look like the Youth page with Youth header replaced 
by KTHC header with the links Services WE Offer and Give under with the content of 
the KTHC being short intros about both. Then the Services We offer will look like the 
offices page with A set of sublinks Consulting, Seminars, Talks & Lectures 
 Sent at 3:28 AM on Sunday 
 me:  How is everyone doing? 
 Sent at 3:30 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i cant figure out that plugin so im looking for a better one i have imed 
a few ideas but i have not got a respionse so i dont know what you want me to do the one 
we have is the best one so far and the only one that allows choices. ive posted something 
in here a few times so i dont remeber everything i said but thats where im at 
 Sent at 3:33 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Well, I'm thinking if we pull this off, I'll buy everyone some drinks/pizza, what 
have you this week 
 Sent at 3:35 AM on Sunday 



 Melissa Ashforth:  im up for going out whenever is best for everyone. can you let me 
know what you want me to do with this plugin 
 Sent at 3:36 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i say ditch it if the one that Ivan found would work. If it's added to the sidebar, it 
can only show up on the youth pages. 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ivan what plugin is she talking about? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  what plugin? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  social media  
 me:  it was the social media plugin you showed me a while ago 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  the facebook thing? 
addthis? 
i dont really remember lol 
 me:  i think so 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  I think I cannot enjoy boss' pizza and drinks 
I am leaving on Wednesday night. 
 me:  well, we plan for a day before that!  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  .... 
if i am free, i will go 
 me:  ok, we can plan after we get this d one 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  cuz i have a lot of stuff to pack up 
yes  
 me:  i understand 
 Sent at 3:42 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  how's everyone doing? 
 me:  i asked the same thing!  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  doing ok here 
 me:  getting tired here but still plugging away. Ivan, how are things coming along with 
the KTHC pages and links? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im still lost im i trying your plugin or looking for a new one or what  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i am still thinking 
 Sent at 3:44 AM on Sunday 
 me:  this is the progress I like: the KTHC page is perfect if you can delete the Give and 
Services header and links under that. 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  do you want a slide show in KTHC page? 
 me:  sure, for consistency with other higher level pages 
 Sent at 3:48 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Hey folks, how late do you plan to be up and be up tomorrow? 
oops, plan to be up tonight, and to be up tomorrow? 
 me:  i havent decided, getting tired but i might stay up until ths is done 
 Donworks:  I will shoot for all but the whitespace.  that's something I'm very 
apprehensive to attempt at this late juncture 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i will also 
 me:  i agree Don. Don't stress about it. IT would be a "nice-to-have" to fix but I don;t 
think it ruins the site.  
 Sent at 3:53 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer 



Content of Keep the Happiness Coming 
.. 
http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/keep- the-happiness-c 
oming/ 
is this ok? 
 me:  thats it 
 Donworks:  A couple of questions so far, btw... 
 me:  but the header links "Services we offer" needs to go to the page that looks like 
this:http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/keep- the-happiness-c 
oming/services- we-offer-2/ 
Yes, Don? 
 Donworks:  I'm sorry- I'll get back to you.  :^) 
 me:  okie dokie 
 Sent at 3:57 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  well, actually- one thing so far... 
 me:  the sidebar nav alignment looks good btw 
the only thing i noticced is the font weight of the links on post pages is lighter, like on: 
http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/city- 2/ 
 Sent at 4:00 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  thanks.  the bird issue has been troublesome but I'll get back to that later. 
 That was what I was going to ask you about... 
the list items need to be h4 
I'm still a bit confused about adding that html tag through wp. 
 Sent at 4:02 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i am too. Ivan, how would Don so that? 
do that? 
 Sent at 4:03 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  add that for what? 
the bg? 
 Donworks:  And Jennifer, I'm also unsure how to add margin-top to the plugin CSS of 
Happy Tweets. I could add padding to the bottom of the list above, but that doesn't effect 
the words "Happy Tweets" 
 me:  how Don edits an h4 tag in WP? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  with the css? 
 me:  Don, I was able to manipulate the Tweet box and Bird on wednesday. I'll serach for 
the file and tell you where its at 
 Donworks:  I need to add h4 tags to a list 
not plural.  h4 tag 
 Melissa Ashforth:  what list? 
 Donworks:  that's cool- thank you. 
 Sent at 4:08 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Melissa, if you look here, it's formatted consistent to the other sidebar lists, 
except that it's not bold via h4... http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ 
Happiness/game- of-happy-life/ 
 Melissa Ashforth:  the sidebar? 
sorry slow im tired 



 Donworks:  me too 
drinking an  energy drink 
 Sent at 4:10 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  they are in h4 tags 
 Sent at 4:12 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  no, they're just <li> 
are you looking at Game of Happy Life? 
 Sent at 4:14 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:         <!-- Begin show pages in posts--> 
       <div id="related_pag es_list"> 
               <?php if(is_single()) :?> 
                       <?php $related_page = get_post_meta($ post->ID, 'related_page', true);?> 
                       <?php $related_page_i d = get_ID_by_slug( $related_page); ?> 
                       <?php         // get the post by the id 
                       $page = get_post($relat ed_page_id); 
                        
                       // get the title in the page 
                       echo "<h1>" . $parent_title = $page->post_tit le . "</h1>"; 
                        
                       ?> 
                       <?php echo getChildPagesLi st($related_pag e_id) ?>                 
               <?php endif;?> 
       </div> 
       <!-- End show pages in posts--> 
thats where it should be changed in sidebar.php for the h4 around the get child pages I 
believe 
brb 
 Sent at 4:18 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Melissa, you nailed it! 
Silly me- it's so obvious!  :^P 
 Sent at 4:28 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i did not want to override anything or i would have done it for ya 
 Donworks has left. 
 Donworks (donworks@gmail.com) has joined. 
 Donworks has left. 
 Donworks (donworks@gmail.com) has joined. 
 me:  Don, try adding this to OUR styles.css: 
#xmt_primary.wi dget-container widget_xmt_Prim ary { 
oops 
 Sent at 4:35 AM on Sunday 
 me:  #xmt_primary.wi dget-container widget_xmt_Prim ary {height:350px; 
margin:160px 0 50px 0} 
 Sent at 4:36 AM on Sunday 
 me:  let me know if that works Don 
 Sent at 4:38 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ivan, how are we on the services pages, etc? 



 Sent at 4:39 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Don, also add a width of 225px to that selector 
 Sent at 4:41 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  that was supposed to be for the bird, right? 
happy tweets, I mean 
 me:  its for the whole twitter thing 
 Donworks:  right 
 Sent at 4:43 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  of course- I see- I was on the same track... 
 me:   
Ivan, where are you? 
 Donworks:  bad news- no change 
 me:  argh 
 Donworks:  I'll save that for last. 
the sidebar text is formatted and the happy tweets placement works for all except one 
page... 
wait 
 me:  i tried editing the css for the plugin and it didn't work. drives me crazy b/c i edited 
the bird and the border on wednesday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  what else you want me to change in services page? go take a look and 
tell me more detail please. 
i am working on the documentation 
 Sent at 4:47 AM on Sunday 
 me:  all it is is deleting the second set of lower links and header on the KTHC page. 
 Sent at 4:49 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i tried that, but you need to make some css on sidebar, cuz the tweet 
will goes up and covered the list of the pages. 
 Sent at 4:51 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ok, then Don, with the tweet thing, instead add margin-bottom to the sidebar navs. 
Ivan, go ahead and delete. 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
 Sent at 4:55 AM on Sunday 
 me:  ivan, did you finish all of the redirect pages? 
based off of the site map? 
 Sent at 4:59 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i think I did. 
 me:  i see how you did  it. if not, i think I can do it 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i think melissa had done the give, take survey before 
 me:  how do you attach the footer links to the appropriate pages? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  go to footer.php and change the links lol 
cuz it's not a menu 
 me:  i see that...should it be so it's easy for the client whithout having to go in the hard 
code? 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ok 
i will register the footer menu 
 me:  cool! thanks 



 Sent at 5:03 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  Man, I wish that rooster would clam up.  I'm trying to work here. 

 
 me:  haha, i'm bout to fall on my face 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i feel ya 
 Donworks:  this is some serious happiness 
 me:  i loathe happiness 
 Sent at 5:18 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  getting tired 
 Sent at 5:23 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  melissa, do you remember how we get the |  to be the utility menu 
separator? 
 me:  i don't see the donation box on the give page 
 Melissa Ashforth:  give me a sec 
 Sent at 5:25 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  anyone working on the footer 
 Donworks:  nope 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i am working on the footer 
 Melissa Ashforth:  http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/give/ 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  try to make a footer menu 
 Melissa Ashforth:  can you put that in the footer give link 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  did 
 me:  i need it one this page: http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ 
Happiness/keep- the-happiness-c oming/give/ 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  you have to put in a page 
 Melissa Ashforth:  <?php 
 
       wp_title( '|', true, 'right' ); 
 
       ?> 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  that's for title 
 Melissa Ashforth:  the give page is there  
that is the link to it 
but it needs to be done with the footer also 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/give/ 
this is a post 
 me:  right, but that one needs to be deleted and move the form to the link i sent you 
this way it shows up in the nav according to the site architecture 
under keep the happiness coming>>Give 
and i have to remove it from the utility nav. 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  cannot delete the Give post 
if you deleted that 
no give content will show in KTHC 
 Melissa Ashforth:  why would you delete the give post dont do that 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  we need a give post, and a give page, 
 Melissa Ashforth:  if you do that the sidebar goes out of wack when the form in in it 



I agree 
 me:  i just want the form added to this page:http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce 
screations.com/ Happiness/keep- the-happiness-c oming/give/ 
 Melissa Ashforth:  Ivan I know we did it with jquery looking for what exactly 
 me:  it was the whole ":not" thing i think 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  oh, ya, i remember now 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i can only do one thing at a time . ahhhhhh there is only a short code 
you would add to get that on that page give me a sec 
 me:  i added the short code and it doesn't show... 
 Melissa Ashforth:  into the page or post? 
 Sent at 5:36 AM on Sunday 
 me:  see i added it here but it doesn;t show after it has been saved:http://www.happ 
ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/final /wp-system/wp-a dmin/post.php?p 
ost=292&action= edit 
 Sent at 5:38 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  and, can jennifer or don work on the css of the footer menu? 
 Sent at 5:40 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  want a cheat for it?? 
ivan 
instead of using after use before 
and get rid of the period after inititive 
 Sent at 5:42 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  if it  shows in 1 line, that will be good 
 Melissa Ashforth:  jennifer what do you think about making the give page a template? 
I cant take it anymore must go to bathroom beb 
brb 
 Sent at 5:44 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ok 
 me:  if it solves the problem, sure 
 Sent at 5:47 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  could also add a link to the permalink in the nav instead of a menu 
 me:  whichever works and is easiest. i'm getting too tired to care  
 Sent at 5:50 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  damn, almost 6am 
i think i will go take a rest after i finish my documentation 
too tired 
 me:  d'oh, you see this is the problem with adding content to a page, the sidebar gets 
knocked dow, thats why i have been using posts: http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce 
screations.com/ Happiness/happi ness-research-f acts/articles-b ooks/ 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  hey 
if you got that problem 
 Melissa Ashforth:  jennifer give fixed try them all looks like they are good 
 Donworks:  Hey, sorry to interrupt... 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  add the custom field, template_name = wmyh or youth 
 Donworks:  speaking of sidebar, some good news- I finally fixed the happy tweets 
positioning 



 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  good job:) 
 Donworks:  thanks Ivan.  are the ladies passed out? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  nope still here 
 me:  didn't work ivan 
awesome melissa! 
what did you do? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i clicked on the give post on the page you were working on 
 Sent at 5:58 AM on Sunday 
 me:  Hey Don, it looks like the positioning still needs to be worked on post pages like: 
http://www.happ ygroup210.pisce screations.com/ Happiness/sugge stions/ 
otherwise, it's looking good 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ahhhhhh hahahaha here you go ivan 
       { 
               $(".popupmain") .hide(); 
               $("#popups img").hover(sho wText, hideText); 
               $("#menu-utilit y-menu li a:not(:last)"). after(" | "); 
               $("#menu-footer -menu li").after(" | "); 
 
       }); 
opps here you go  
 
$(function () 
       { 
               $(".popupmain") .hide(); 
               $("#popups img").hover(sho wText, hideText); 
               $("#menu-utilit y-menu li a:not(:last)"). after(" | "); 
               $("#menu-footer -menu li").after(" | "); 
 
       }); 
i guess we would just make it like  
$(function () 
       { 
               $(".popupmain") .hide(); 
               $("#popups img").hover(sho wText, hideText); 
               $("#menu-utilit y-menu li a:not(:last)"). after(" | "); 
               $("#menu-footer -menu li a:not(:last)"). after(" | "); 
 
       }); 
        
 me:  what happened to thr tagline under the logo? 
 Melissa Ashforth:  anyone in header ? 
i can save and see if it worked if no one is editing head 
someones messing with sidebar who is it??? 
 Donworks:  I was about to ask the same thing 
 Melissa Ashforth:  nope its headder huh 
 Donworks:  is anyone working on sidebar.php? 



 me:  not me 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im in header but i havent saved it so nothing should be wrong on my 
end 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  no, didn't 
 Donworks:  Okay, I think my h4 changes were overwritten 
I'll do that now and save 
 Sent at 6:04 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  ivan it worked  
 Sent at 6:08 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  I think it is smoke break time brb 
 Sent at 6:10 AM on Sunday 
 me:  contact page and form is up 
 Sent at 6:12 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  ya, almost done 
 Sent at 6:14 AM on Sunday 
 me:  oh geez, look at the pop uo nav for how hapy are we. the links linking to other 
pages is making the spacing wonky 
 Sent at 6:16 AM on Sunday 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i know why 
i can fix that 
 Sent at 6:19 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  do you think we could preload the sidebar so that when we open a 
page the sidebar doesent cover logo then go where it needs to go  
 Sent at 6:21 AM on Sunday 
 me:  good question melissa. that would be ideal 
 Melissa Ashforth:  im so tired i dont know what to do about that 
just thought it would be a good idea 
 me:  i see the light at the end of the tunnel thought. or it could be the sunlight coming 
thru the windiw. ;0 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  jennifer, cannot fix the main nav 
 me:  is thre a way to access this whole conversation? I'm thinking that we just copy/paste 
this convo for the bug list.  
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  i think the <a> tag takes place too 
 Donworks:  I thought I saw light at the end of the tunnel... 
 Kwan-Ngai Chiu:  sun raised 
 Donworks:  nevermind- was going to be a bad joke. 
 me:  the only pages and links left to build are Happiness Reserach and Facts and The 
Team 
is thre a way to access this whole conversation? I'm thinking that we just copy/paste this 
convo for the bug list.  
 Sent at 6:28 AM on Sunday 
 Melissa Ashforth:  i cant seem to get it to  
i cant copy and paste either 
 Sent at 6:29 AM on Sunday 
 me:  i copied it into the bugs doc 
what we have anyway. we are missing the first half of the chat 



it's better than nothing! 
 Sent at 6:31 AM on Sunday 
 Donworks:  did you lose the first half? 
 me:  ya, i think so. i doesn't apear in the chat window 
 Donworks:  I was dropped so I can't check.  What's the first line? 
 me:  this is the first line:Melissa Ashforth:  area those numbers need to go there 
i know it seems dumb i cant do it but really it wont show up if I use my pc when i did it at 
sschool it worked 
then save settings 
 

	  


